The Multistore system was developed in order to recoge nize and explain structural patterns in natural-language sentences (specifically English) and eventually yield an output in which the relations between the various items of the sentence are hierarchically displayed.
one final pattern is to be recognized, as in: i) present tense I READ THE BOOK ii) past tense b) the sequence of correlational indices (Ic's) , that is, the string of potential links that each word-sense has.
Each Ic represents a possible syntactic connection between two items and is identified by:
i) the code number of the relation it establishes between two items;
2) the 'type' of correlation. There are six different types of correlation which split into two groups:'explicit' correlators and 'implicit' correlators.
By 'explicit' correlator we mean a linking element which is represented by a linguistic item; prepositions and conjunctions are explicit correlators; by 'implicit' correlator we mean a relation between two items, which is not expressed by any linguistic item but is indicated by the relative position of the two items (which we call their correlational function). This product is considered as one piece and can become first or second correlatum in a wider correlation and is therefore treated as though it were a single word, i.e., it is assigned strings of Ic's which indicate its correlational possibilities both with adjacent words and with adjacent products already made. Single words, however, being vocabulary items, have their strings of Ic's assigned a priori; products, since they arise during the procedure, have to be assigned their Ic-strings dynamic&lly. The assignation of specific Ic's to a product depends on: a) the correlator responsible for the particular correlation; b) the characteristics (Ic's) of the word (or product) which The operational cycle that assigns Ic's to a product we call 'reclassification'.
The amount of data involved in an analysis of this kind is really enormous. Let us consider a sentence consisting of ten words, each of which has two different senses (S's).
On an average 50 correlational indices are assigned to each sense of a word. Now, just to check the correlational compatibility of two adjacent words about 10,000 matching operations would be necessary; the matching procedure for all the words of the sentence would involve about 90,000 operations. On an average five products would result from the first 10,000 matching operations; each of them would be assigned about 50 correlational indices that represent the product's correlational possibilities to correlate with a another adjacent piece -either a word or a product. The procedure to match these five products with another piece would involve about 637,000 operations. If to this figure~ we add the number of operations necessary starting from level 3 (see p. 7) with all the products made in the immediately preceding levels (200,000), the total number of operations involved would come to 927,000.
The reclassification routine also involves a great number of operations of this kind: about half of the correlational indices a product is assigned depends on the corre- Bits 1 to 4 are therefore used in the matching procedure, whereas bit,5 and 6 are pre-established data to be used in the reclassification routine. • .
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